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How can we live more sustainably?  

As SCIENTISTS we will be: continuing to develop our skills and

understanding of practical investigations whilst we continue to learn about light
and seeing. We will also be learning about the sun as not only our greatest
source of light and heat but also perhaps the key to our living more sustainable
lives with less natural wastage.

As WRITERS we will be: building on our writing subverted traditional texts

in order to write historical fiction, using as our driver text: Roman Tribune. We will
then move on to Persuasion texts with an emphasis on protecting our world and
using this theme as inspiration to create free verse poetry for performance.

As READERS we will be: studying the classic Roald Dahl text: Fantastic

Mr Fox, and going on to study Someone Swallowed Stanley linking to our
ongoing themed work on environmental issues.

As MATHEMATICIANS we will be: developing our knowledge of

fractions and going on to study parallel and perpendicular lines within polygons.

Alongside this, we will continue to work on all our multiplication and division facts
with particular emphasis on 2’s, 4’s and 8’s.

In COMPUTING we will be: continuing to use the internet safely and

responsibly, whilst using the Scratch package to learn more complex
programming skills such as creating pieces of music and animation.

As MUSICIANS we will: continuing to focus on appraising and comparing.

Our Year group will be using our experience of performing Abba’s Mamma Mia
for the Platinum Jubilee to learn about more Pop Music of the 1970’s using our
online musical resource Charanga.

In P.E. we will be: continuing to develop the skills we have been nurturing

this year to access a range of team games, continuing to adapt and change
activities and rules for a range of physical challenges.

In R.E. we will be: continuing to learn about faith founders, with a particular

emphasis on the founders of Christianity, Judaism and Buddhism. We will be
learning about their teachings and their relevance in the world today.

In DESIGN - TECHNOLOGY we will be: using a range of weaving

techniques as we design and make a sustainable bag.

As GEOGRAPHERS we will be: learning about ways in which we can live

more sustainably, as we continue to protect our world and live with the ongoing
effects of climate change.

In Jigsaw. we will be: learning about Changing Me, including physical and

emotional changes that we experience throughout our lives. We will look
specifically at changes that the children will soon be encountering themselves
and encourage them to ask questions to relieve any worries they may have.


